
BRAND IDENTITY 
GUIDELINES

FOR PRESS KIT



This brandbook is an indispensable reference tool for ensuring the 

correct use and application of the Resilient Cities Network  brand.

The brand should always be applied using the original design files and 

following these guidelines, if you have any doubts or require guidance 

for a specific brand application, please contact the communications 

department of Resilient Cities Network: media@resilientcitiesnetwork.org
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PRIMARY 
LOGO
Positive and 
Negative 
Versions Positive Versions

Negative Versions

CYAN
Pantone 639 C
C79 M28 Y2 K0
R2 G148 B205
# 0294CD

BLACK
Pantone Neutral Black C
C75 M68 Y67 K90
R0 G0 B0
# 000000 

These are the positive and negative versions 

of our brand. The use of the positive version 

is preferred.

Their application is based on the context in 

which the user decides to place them.
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PRIMARY 
LOGO
Clear Space

The Clear Space is the space that should be 

free of other elements around the logo in 

order to ensure its optimal visibility. 

In this case, the clear space is “2R” located in 

the perimeter area of the logo.

This ensures that our logo will be sufficiently 

legible and visible in its various applications.
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3R

13/4 R

R

20R

101/8 R

For a safe and 
equitable world

For a safe and 
equitable world

PRIMARY 
LOGO 
Version 
with Tagline

This version of the logo is intended to 

communicate the tagline to our audiences. 

Its use should be privileged over other 

versions, as long as the space allows a good 

visibility of the tagline.

The following layout allows us to apply the 

tagline in an organized manner, respecting 

the various proportions of each element of 

the logo.

Isologotype

Construction Grid
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There is also a monochrome version of our 

brand. Its usage is restricted.

This version should only be used for special 

applications in which only one color is 

available or when there are printing system 

limitations.

RESTRICTED
VERSIONS 
One-color 
Versions

CYAN
Pantone 639 C
C79 M28 Y2 K0
R2 G148 B205
# 0294CD

BLACK
Pantone Neutral Black C
C75 M68 Y67 K90
R0 G0 B0
# 000000 

GRAY
Pantone 424 C
C52 M41 Y38 K20
R112 G115 B114
# 707372

Positive Versions

Negative Versions
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Height 
of the 
circle

Dividing line Dividing line100% 100% 80% 

SYDNEYRESILIENT

SYDNEYRESILIENT

In some cases, our brand is presented 
alongside other logotypes. Consider the 
following recommendations for such cases:

1. In order to ensure that our brand has a 
solid presence and stands out from the other 
logos, we recommend using the primary 
version of the logo.

2. If this is a Resilient Cities Network 
communication, the logo should be placed 
first to the left of the document.

3. Logotypes are separated by the circle in 
our logotype, separated by a thin line in the 
middle.

4. If the logotype that will be placed next to 
Resilient Cities Network belongs to a member 
city, it should have the same proportion as 
the primary logotype (100% of the width). 

5. Other logos should be approximately 80% of 
the width of the Resilient Cities Network logo. 
This is an approximate reference, as brands 
should look balanced between each other.

CO-BRANDING

Structure

Application

Example of Application

A PRACTITIONER'S GUIDE TO ACTION
NOVEMBER 2020

Building 
Urban Resilience
with Nature
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The minimum sizes of the different logo 

versions are standardized so that the brand 

looks good and reads properly. 

For print versions, the resolution will depend 

on the printing system. The same is true 

for the performance of the logos in digital 

formats. The resolution will depend on the 

number of pixels that the screen has.  

It is important to always follow the assigned 

minimum size to ensure the readability of the 

text in the various points of contact in which it 

is applied. 

PRIMARY LOGO

VERSION WITH TAGLINE

Print Digital

MINIMUM 
SIZES

2,5 cm

4,5 cm 186 px

100 px
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 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat ut wisi enim.

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet,
adipiscing

 
Application of Primary Logo over Background.

Application of Primary Logo over Complementary 
Color Backgrounds.

To apply the logo over backgrounds, 

consider the following recommendations:

For applying the logotype over photography:

Use a version that allows the correct contrast 

of the logotype. If necessary, you can use a 

black patch with low opacity over the photo.

For applying the logotype over 

complementary color backgrounds:

Whenever this is the case, use positive 

versions so that the complementary color 

backgrounds contrast well with the logotype.

CORRECT USES
Logo on 
Backgrounds
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ACCRA
For a safe 
and equitable world
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X Do not stretch.

X Do not change the circle.

X Do not change the layout.

X Do not use  

complementary colors.

X Do not use 

complementary colors.

X Do not use 

complementary colors.

X Do not use 

complementary colors.

X Do not change the proportions. X Do not use a different 

font for the city names.

X Do not use a different 

font for the tagline.

X Do not outline the circle. X Do not use on a diagonal. X Do not change the font

X Do not compress. X Do not alter the logo. X Do not use shadowing

INCORRECT
USES
Changing the 
Logotype

It is crucial to follow the correct use of the 

application standards to ensure the brand’s 

integrity.

To that end, we have outlined the most 

common incorrect uses in order to help users 

avoid them and thus guarantee coherency in 

the implementation of the brand.

IMPORTANT: For proper brand application, 

always use the digital documents of the 

design originals and follow the standards set 

out in this visual identity manual.
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INCORRECT
USES
Prohibited 
Backgrounds

In order to maintain the brand’s personality 

and style and protect its correct visibility, 

we have provided a few examples of 

backgrounds that should not be used.

X Do not use on gradient backgrounds.

X Do not use on complex images that prevent the 
logo from being read correctly.

X Do not use on complex images and add
 corporate frame.

X Do not use on the edges of an image without
 respecting the clear area.

X Do not use on patches or a unique shape. 

X Do not use on vector graphics and digital effects.

X Do not use on abstract or out of style images.

X Do not use on abstract or out of style images. X Do not use under the corporate frame.

X Do not use on colors that are not part 
of the brand.

X Do not use photos with little contrast.

X Do not use logotype with tagline on complex 
images that prevent the logo from being read 
correctly.



Brandbook developed by b2o

https://www.b2o.cl/

